A formal definition of a first-order theory SA, which is an extension of Presburger arithmetic to rational numbers, is introduced and syntactic proof of the decidability of SA is given. This proof has already been outlined by Smorynski, but this work is independent of his work. We give a whole syntactic proof.
Introduction
Presburger arithmetic is the fragment of elementary number theory which deals with addition only. It does not involve multiplication, but an expression nx is introduced as an abbreviation of x + ... + x. It is well known that every closed formula W of Presburger arithmetic is decidable, namely, there is an algorithm which decides the truth of a given formula [6, 11. A computation time or space of decision algorithm [7, lo] and that of each subclasses of formulae [8] are studied after the above investigation.
In this paper, first-order theory SA, which is one of the extensions of Presburger arithmetic to rational numbers is described. The function l/n represents division by n and predicate Z represents an integer.
The idea of this theory comes from Skolem's arithmetic [9] (L?;Z, <,+,{q.:qE2},L.J 303 1).
Skolem used his theory to show the decidability of Presburger arithmetic. However, since any closed formula of the theory SA is decidable, any closed formula of Skolem's arithmetic is decidable.
The basic idea of the proof of the decidability theorem of SA is the following. The notation LlA is introduced, where u is a variable, s and t are terms which do not include U, and A is a formula. A formula Zi:uA represents that there is only one integer u such that S<U< t, and the unique integer u satisfies A. To show that any closed formula is decidable, it suffices to prove the following two facts.
(1) Any closed formula which consists only of U, A and v as logical constructors is decidable. (2) There is a procedure which calculates, for any given formula, the equivalent formula of the above form.
It is an important feature of new logical symbol u that a formula -IV:UA can be transformed equivalently into the formula which does not include 1 (of course does not V), if A does not include them.
The proof of this decidability theorem has already been described in [Z] , but that is semantical. In this paper, we give the formal definition of theory SA, and prove the theorems formally. The Skolem's arithmetic is explicitly described and its decidability announced in [lo] (in the form of an exercise). But our work is independent of Smorynski's, and we give a syntactic proof.
This new theory SA is established as the core part of NU interpreter [4, 5] which is an interpreter of v-definable acts [3] . The definition of theory SA is given in Section 2. In Section 3, the elementary theorems are described. The definition and the basic feature of symbol u are shown in Section 4. The decidability theorem is proved in Section 5. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
Theory SA
In this section, we show the language and the axioms of the first-order theory SA, an extension of Presburger arithmetic to rational numbers.
Language

Notation
Constant symbols: 0, 1. Function symbols: binary function +. unary function l/n for any natural number n except 0. Predicate symbols: binary predicates =, < . unary predicate 2. Semantically, l/n is the function which represents division by n, and Z is the predicate which means "be integer".
Abbreviation
We introduce the following abbreviations: (There is no integer between 0 and 1.)
In this section, we show some elementary theorems which are necessary to prove the decidability theorem. The following theorems are evident. 
Proof.
O<n. Then (1) nx=O E x=0, (2) O<nx 3 O<x and (3)
If x=0 then nx=O.
Assume that x < 0. Then 2x < x, 3x <2x, . . . are provable from axiom (OP). Hence, by transitive law nx<O.
If 0 <x then 0 < nx, similarly.
The theorems are clearly proven, from those preceding, x <O v x =0 v 0 < x, asymmetry law, and Theorem 3.1. 0
Theorem 3.3 (Distributive law).
Proof. 
;(x+y)=;x+fy,
;nrx=nl;x,
-~x=~(-x).
Proof. We show only a proof for (1). 
mm' mm'
Hence, we have the conclusion. 0 Hence, we can derive the conclusion. q Theorem 3.10.
Z(O).
Proof. From axiom (Z2), some integer x exists. From (Zl), Z(x -x). 0
From axiom (Zl), it follows that an additive inverse of integer is an integer.
Theorem 3.11.
Z(x) 3 Z( -x).
Theorem 3.12.
Z(x)=Z(x+ 1).
Proof. To prove this, from axiom (Zl) and Theorem 3.11, it suffices to show that Z( 1) holds. We show this by reduction to absurdity. We assume lZ(1). From (23) and lZ (l) , it follows that O<x<l IJ lZ(X).
(1)
From axiom (22) 3y(Z(y) A y< 2 <y + 1). Therefore, it holds that 1 <y < 2. Then from axiom (PO) and Theorem 3.5, 1~ i( 1 + y) < y holds. From axiom (Z2), it follows that 3y'(Z(y') A y'<i(l +y)<y'+ 1). From 1 <f(l +y) and i(l +y)-1 <y', O<y' holds. Therefore, from (1) 1 < y'. Hence, it follows that 1~ y'< y d 2. Then 0 < y-y' < 1 and Z( y -y') hold. This is inconsistent with axiom (23). 0 Theorem 3.13.
Z(n) holds for every integer n.
Proof. Use an induction on n.
In case of 0 < n, it follows that
In case of n ~0, we can prove immediately from Z( -n) and Theorem 3.11. 0 Theorem 3.14.
Z(x) A Z(y) = Z(x -tY).
Proof. -(-y) = y holds. See also Theorem 3.11 and axiom (Zl) . 0 From axiom (Z2), the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3.17.
Vx3y(Z(y) A x<ydx+ 1).
Theorem 3.18.
Z(y) A y<x<y+ 1 1 lZ(X).
Proof. We show this by the reduction to absurdity.
Suppose that Z(y) A y<x <y+ 1 and Z(x). From y<x<y+ 1, it follows that O<x-y< 1. Z(y) implies Z(-y). By axiom (Z2), Z(x-y) holds. But this is inconsistent with axiom (23). 0
Next theorem follows from axiom (22). Proof. By axiom (22) for any integer x, some integer y exists such that y<(l/n)x< y + 1. Suppose that y, is such an integer. It follows that ny, <x < n( y, + 1). By this, Obxny, <n and Z(x-ny,). Thus, we have the conclusion. i? 
We have the next lemma, adopting the mean value 3(x + y) of x and y. (1) If "a" is a constant or a term which includes no variable, then we can calculate the least integer that is greater than "a".
(2) We can decide the truth of any closed primary formula.
U formula
Let us introduce the following abbreviation.
Definition 4.1.
where s and t are terms which do not include u, and A is a formula in which u may appear.
A formula Z$UA means intuitively that there is only one integer which satisfies A between terms s and t.
Definition 4.2 (Pure u formula).
(1) T or -L are pure u formulae.
(2) If A is either T or a conjunction of pure v formulae, which is neither T nor I, then ~Lu.4 is a pure o formula, where s and t are terms which do not include U.
Definition 4.3 (Extended v clause, extended v jbrmula).
(1) A conjunction of pure v formulae, formulae of the forms of Z(t) or 1 Z(t), and inequalities is called extended v clause.
(2) A disjunction of extended u clauses is called an extended v formula.
Next proposition is evident.
Proposition 4.4. Let A[x] be an extended v formula, and t be a term. Then A [t] is also an extended v formula. Evidently, the number of v notations remains unchanged by this substitution.
In the following, we assume that each variable appears at most once in every term. And we deal with only a formula which consists of only 3, A, v ,l and v as logical constructors.
Proposition 4.5. A pure v formula which does not include free variables is decidable
whether it is equivalent to T or 1.
Proof. Use induction on construction of a pure u formula. Suppose that I$ uA does not include free variables. For s, t are terms which consist of constants, it is possible to calculate the least integer that is greater than s, by Note 1.
Let uO be such an integer. Thus, s < uO ds + 1 holds. By Note 1, we can decide the truth ofbothformulae,u,+l<tandt<u,.Ifu,+l<tthenl3x(Z(x) A t-l<x<s+l) holds from uO < t -1. If t < no then 13x(Z(x) A s < x < t) holds. So in either case, it is equivalent to 1. In the other case where t-1 duo<& the formula U:UA [u] is equivalent to A[u,].
A [no] is a conjunction of pure v formulae which do not include free variables. By the induction hypothesis, the truth of this formula is decidable. 0
We get the below lemma as a corollary to this proposition. Proof. From t-s<l, it follows that f-1 <s. Then we have t-l <s<u. Similarly, t < s + 1 from t-s < 1. Hence, u < t <s + 1 follows. Therefore, this proposition is clear. 0 ;~s:;lUAIU]~
In case of 12(c), it follows the similar proof. 17
Proposition 4.9. Ler s, t be terms which do not include u. 3u(Z(u)
A\ufT.
Proof. From the linear order, 1~ t -s v t -s d 1 follows. In case of 1 < t -s, because s<s+ 1 <t holds, it follows that 3u(Z(u) A s <u < t). And in case of t-s< 1, from Proposition 4.7,
In the sequel, we may describe ax+e as s(x), because we may think it is a function of x. 
Proof. First we show
15
where 0 <a and D is a conjunction of formulae of the form Z(t) and does not include x.
When n=O, we make the coefficient of x positive, namely substitute Z(Q) for Z( -so), if necessary. When n>l. Let so=(nox/mo)+eo, sl=(n,x/m,)+el, llirmi (i=O, I) be relatively prime, and l=LCM(mo, m,), aomO=l, alml =l. 
Let d= GCD(no, nl), no =dod
Let Y and g satisfy Y=ax+e=g(x), then 3x(A[x]) is equivalent to jY(Z(Y) "lZ(to(gl(Y))) A ... "lZ(t,(g-l(Y))) A B[g-l(Y)]). NOW we define t; by ti(g-'(Y))=aiY+ei=t;(Y).
Also let 1 be the least common and to
A ... Alz(t;(i))A B[g-l(y)]
This is, by defining g: by yi=(y-_)/l=g;(y),
~yi(Z(yi) A B[g-'(g:-'(yi))]).
So we have the desired conclusion. 0
Decidability theorem
Proposition 5.1.
Proof. To prove its sufficiency, we should derive ~fulA from l~',uA, 13u(Z(u) A s<u<t-1) and 3u(Z(u) A S-C u(t). It holds that
Also from l!lu(Z(u) A s<u< r-1) and 3u(Z(u) A t-1 <u< t), it follows that 3u(Z(u) A s < u < t A t -1 <u <.s + 1). Thus, we can find u,, for u which satisfies Z(u) A s < u < t A t -1 <II ds + 1, and it exists uniquely. But from 1 Ui u, 4 [u] , it follows that 1 A [uO]. Then we have U: ~1.4.
To show its necessity, we should prove that 1 ~iu.4 holds in the three cases.
When 3u(Z(u) A s<u< t-1) holds, let u0 be an object such that Z(u,)~s<u,<t-l.Supposingthatu,satisfiesZ(u,)~ s<u,<t A t-l<u,<s+l, it follows that s<u,<t-l~u,<s+l.
From uO<u,, it holds that uO+l&u,. But from s < uo, it follows that s + 1 <u. + 1. This is a contradiction.
Hence, since the premise of 2 is false, 1 U~UA is equivalent to T.
When 13u(Z(u)
A s<U <I), it is clear that premise is false. When Uf u 1 A, let u. be an object satisfying this formula. Then there is no integer between s, t but uo. But, since 1 A [uO] holds, we have the desired conclusion. 0 Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 are used later in the proof of Lemma 5.8.
Proposition 5.2. D [u, x] = S(X) < u < f(x) A t(x) -1 < u <s(x) + 1, where s(x) = ax + e, f(x) = a'x + e'. Let c0 he a solution qf s(x) = t(x) with x, c2 a solution of s(x) + 2 = t(x).
Suppose O<a <a', then it jbllows that
Proof. It is clear that D [u, x] implies t(x) & s(x) + 2. On the other hand, if x <co holds then s(x)>~(x) and x>c'~ implies s(.Y) + 2 < t(x). Thus, D [u, x] implies co <x < cl. And, if co <x holds, then s(co) < s(x); if x < cz holds then t(x) < t(cz). Hence, D [u, x] implies s(co) < u < f (c2). 0 Proof. Sujjiciency. We can find x,,, u. such that u,, x0] . Let k. be an object satisfying k. = uo, and x1 an object satisfying x0=x1 + nko/m. Then
A m(xl+nko/m)+e'-l~ko~~(xl+nko/m)+e+l n n ~Z[k~]~A[x,+nk~/m]~B[k~,x,+nk~/m].
The part of inequality is mx~+e<O<mXl+e'
A mxl+e'-l<O<~x,+e+l, n n n n So this is equivalent to -ne'/m<xl < -ne/m A -n(e+ l)/mdx, <n(-e'+l)/m. Hence, we have the desired conclusion.
Necessity. Let x1, k. be objects which exist from the assumption, then we can derive in the reverse order. Cl Definition 5.4. We define the heights of a pure u formula, an extended u clause and an extended u formula by the following:
(1) height(T)=height(l)=O. (2) Since the result of this is a disjunction of several formulae, we express these results by S, a set of formulae. To show this transformation, we begin with only a one element set S= (3uA1, and we show how to change this set.
Repeat the following operations while it is possible (note that bounded variable u is fixed): 
for this. This formula will never be operated henceforth.
(OP6) Suppose B A ~uCES. If C is of the form D A u <h A E, then we call h an upper bound of u, and u< h a formula that designates upper bound h.
When u has no upper bound or has only one upper bound, there is nothing to be done. If u has more than one upper bound then suppose that the collection of all these upper bounds is {h,, . . , hnf.
We define the formula min(h,), which represents that hi is the minimum of these upper bounds, by min(h,)= hi < ho A ... A hi< h,. Let min(hi), be formulae which are made from changing < of min(hi) to disjunction of the signs of equality and inequality (namely, from hidhj to hi= hj v hi< hj), and from distributing disjunction with conjunction of this disjunction.
(Thus, there are 2"+l formulae with i.) Let C' be a formula made from eliminating all formulae which represent upper bound u from C. Eliminate B A 3uC from S, and add all formulae of the form B A min(hi)k A 3u(u < hi A C'). (There are (n + 1)2"+' formulae in all.) (OP7) Suppose B A ~uCES. If C is of the form D A ku A E then we call 1 a lower bound of u, and 1 <u a formula representing a lower bound 1. Make the formula which represents the maximum of lower bounds and do the same to (OP6).
Note 2: Let A be an extended u formula whose height is K. Each formula of S results from the elementary transformation of 3uA which is either an extended v formula whose height is less than or equal to K or a formula of the form B A 3uC, where C is an extended v clause and its height is less than or equal to K.
The same holds in Proposition 4.10. Namely, the height of the result is never greater than the given formula. Proposition 5.6 describes how to operate an extended v formula which is a result of induction in the following lemmas. It is sufficient to show that there is an extended v formula which is equivalent to the formula
where B is a conjunction of pure v formula, s < 1 and h <t. By Proposition 4.10, it suffices to show the case of
From f(x)=cx+b and O<c<l,
and the above formula (2) For i 3u(Z(u) A s < u < t), we show that
It is clear that
So to show the inverse of this, we show the contraposition,
From Theorem 3.17, 3u(Z(u) A s < u ds+ 1) holds. And from the axiom of total order, t < u v u < t follows. From these
If we suppose 13u(Z(u) A t <uds + I), then we have the desired conclusion. And it is evidently possible by Proposition 4.9 to make 3u(Z(u) A t < u < s + 1) an extended u formula. If neither s nor t includes x, then r is equivalent to ~:u3x(A A C). By induction hypothesis, 3x(A A C) can be transformed equivalently into an extended c formula. Then by Proposition 5.6, the whole formulae can be transformed, and the condition of height holds. 'm/(mn'-m'n) and is constant. From Propositions 4.8 and 5.6, all formulae can be transformed equivalently, and the height condition holds. Similarly, we have the desired conclusion in the case a < a' < 0, a < 0 < a' (either a or a' is not 0) O<u'<u, a'<<<~ (either a or a' is not 0), and u'<u<O. Since the height of this result is K -1, by induction the formulae (3) can be transformed into an extended u formula equivalently. Proof. It is evident from Theorem 5.9 and Lemma 4.6. 0
Conclusion
We have described a theory which is one of the extensions of Presburger arithmetic to rational numbers, and we have shown the syntactic proof of the decidability of this theory.
This decidability has already been outlined by Smorynski. But our work is independent of his.
To begin with, this theory was regarded as an extension to rational numbers. But it is evident from the axioms of SA that the universe of this theory can be the set of all real numbers.
